WORKSHOP OPPORTUNITY
Improving Communication Dynamics During Meetings

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTION
Increase your awareness of different communication styles and how they affect dynamics during meetings. Participants will develop awareness of their own communication styles and practice ways of communication in meetings that foster collegial relationships and create psychological safety.

Hosted by the EdEC Early Career Professional Development Team. All are welcome.

EVENT DETAILS
Monday, June 3rd
10:00 am - 12:00 pm MT
Online only

Speaker:
Adriana Medina
(she/ella)

ABOUT THE SPEAKER
Adriana is a trainer and consultant with Beyond Inclusion, and she focuses on communication, intercultural topics, diversity, leadership and emotional intelligence. A published author, she has designed and led workshops for higher education, not-for-profit, governmental, and corporate clients in the United States, Saudi Arabia, India, Singapore, China, Myanmar, and Canada. Adriana is also a professor. She teaches topics on communication and social justice at the University of Denver and Metropolitan State University of Denver. A published author, she is a former Associate Professor of Intercultural Communication and Spanish at the University of Maryland Baltimore County.

CONTACT US
sbriggs@ucar.edu

VISIT OUR WEBSITE
edec.ucar.edu

SCAN THE QR CODE OR USE THIS LINK TO REGISTER